Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Left Side 01

Jane’s Triangle…                      My Triangle…

Left Side 01…

Difficulty   Medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 33

This one has a “Y” seam, making it a Medium difficulty.
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Left Side 02

Jane’s Triangle…                     My Triangle…

Left Side 02…
Difficulty    Medium
Paper Foundation
Number of Pieces = 25
Left Side -02

Pattern for "Left Side -02" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane's Triangle…  My Triangle…

Left Side 03…

Difficulty  Medium

Paper Foundation and Applique'

Number of Pieces = 16

Assemble the triangle, then applique the melons.
Templates for "Left Side 3" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Left Side 3
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for "Left Side 3" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Left Side 04

Jane's Triangle…                             My Triangle…

Left Side 04…
Difficulty    Medium
Paper Foundation and Applique'
Number of Pieces = 19
Templates for "Left Side 4" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Pattern for "Left Side 4" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

Copyright © 1997-Present

Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane's Triangle…

My Triangle…

Left Side 05…

Difficulty Medium

Paper Foundation and Applique'

Number of Pieces = 26 or 27

Look closely at the picture of Jane’s block, there is a small, Half circle appliqued to the Bottom of Section B. It is your Choice to do this, or not.
Left Side 05
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for "Left Side 05" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Left Side 06

Jane’s Triangle…             My Triangle…

Left Side 06…
Difficulty  Medium
Paper Foundation and Applique’
Number of Pieces = 25
Templates for "Left Side 6" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Pattern for "Left Side 6" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  

Left Side 07

Jane’s Triangle…

My Triangle…

Left Side 07…

Difficulty  Medium

Paper Foundation and Applique’

Number of Pieces = 15
Templates for "Left Side 7" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Left Side 7
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

Left Side 07 - Section A

A5
A2
A1
A3
A4
A6

Left Side 07 - Section B

B1
B2
B3

Left Side 07 - Sect. C

C1
C2
C3

Pattern for "Left Side 7" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Left Side 08

Jane’s Triangle…                          My Triangle…

Left Side 08…
Difficulty     Medium
Paper Foundation and Applique'
Number of Pieces = 18
Templates for "Left Side 8" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Left Side 8
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

©Susan R, Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for "Left Side 8" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  Left Side 9

Jane’s Triangle…  My Triangle…

Left Side 9…

Difficulty  Medium

Applique’

Number of Pieces = 7
Templates for "Left Side 9" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Left Side 9

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for "Left Side 9" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Left Side 10

Jane’s Triangle…                               My Triangle…

Left Side 10…

Difficulty Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 25
Left Side 10
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  Left Side 11

Jane’s Triangle…  My Triangle…

Left Side 11…

Difficulty  Medium

Paper Foundation and Applique’

Number of Pieces = 24
Templates for "Left Side 11" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Left Side 11
Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997, using Electric Quilt

Left Side 11 - Section A

Applique this piece on after Triangle is complete.

Left Side 11 - Section B

Left Side 11 - Section C

Left Side 11 - Section D

Left Side 11 - Section E

**Applique melon on after triangle is complete.

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present

Pattern for "Left Side 11" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Left Side 12

Jane’s Triangle…  My Triangle…

Left Side 12…

Difficulty   Medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 27
Pattern for "Left Side 12" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       Left Side 13

Jane’s Triangle…

My Triangle…

Left Side 13…

Difficulty    Medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 24

Applique' melons on after the triangle is complete.
Templates for "Left Side 13" as 5.000 by 8.000 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!